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Quieter, Brighter, Full-Featured Portable 3-Panel XGA LCD 
Data/Video Projectors  

Equally at home on a boardroom table, or in a ceiling mount installation, 
these versatile EIKI XGA Boardroom Series projectors deliver true XGA 

resolution computer images, and scaled video, in 16.7 million colors, on screens up to 400" diagonal. 

Easy to carry, the Deluxe Model LC-X999 weighs only 15.2 lbs. Yet, it delivers images with a remarkable 2500 
ANSI Lumens brightness, at 85+% uniformity and an impressive 350:1 contrast ratio, in real 1024x768 pixel 
resolution. 

The LC-X999 achieves its increased brightness with the use of a high efficiency 200 Watt UHP lamp, combined 
with a MicroLens Array on each LCD panel, and high speed optics. Pound for pound, this projector delivers 
more ANSI Lumens than ever before. 

Smart image compression and expansion makes the LC-X999 compatible with computer resolutions up to 
1280x1024 (SXGA) and down to 640x480 (VGA). And, with a dot clock of 165 MHz+, it's compatible with many 
workstations as well.  

Great video is built-in. Video scaling technology resizes the signal to fill the screen. And all major video color 
standards are supported, in both Normal 4:3 and Widescreen 16:9. In addition to Composite and S-Video, 
Analog and Digital Component video is supported. 

An Optical Anti-Keystone image offset helps minimize the need to tilt the LC-X999 to put the image on the 
screen, while Digital Keystone Correction of up to 30 degrees up or down corrects any keystoning. Power zoom 
and focus provide speed and ease of set-up. 

The LC-X999 includes an infrared remote projector and mouse control with laser pointer. Built-in real time 
effects include Image Freeze and No Show functions to control and direct audience attention, and a Digital 
Zoom that magnifies the picture ... not pixels. 

The Standard Model LC-X984 lacks the MicroLens Array, delivers 2000 ANSI Lumens. 

Both moderls are avilable now. 

 


